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Dear Mr. Temiarka,

Would you do me the honor of being a witness to Jack's and my marriage? Am I driving you nuts? I suppose an explanation would be in order...

My grandparents are putting heavy guilt on me - Russian is just as, if not more potent than Jewish guilt. A judge will marry us in the company of my grandparents and mother only. That's for them. For us the plans for an August wedding remain. But we figure as long as we'll be legally married, why not make it something special? I'd like a rabbi to marry us and for you to be with me. I'd also like to keep it very quiet to avoid endless explanations and perhaps hurt feelings - anyhow, I'll be back in LA the 16th and since we're leaving the 18th we'll have to do it quickly after my return.

I'm praying you'll have some spare time - it would mean so much to me for you to be my witness. I'll call you in a couple days, after you've gotten over the shock of it all...!!

All my love, Nina
3-7-’82

dear Mr. Temianka

Would you do me the honor of being a witness to Jacks’ & my marriage? Am I driving you nuts? I suppose an explanation would be in order ~

My grandparents are putting heavy guilt on me – Russian guilt is just as, if not more potent than Jewish guilt. A judge will marry us in the company of my grandparents + mother only. That’s for them. For us the plans for an August wedding remain. But we figure as long as we’ll be legally married, why not make it something special? I’d like a rabbi to marry us and for you to be with me. I’d also like to keep it very quiet to avoid endless explanation and perhaps hurt feelings ~ anyhow, I’ll be back in LA the 16th and since we’re leaving the 18th we’ll have to do it quickly after my return. I’m praying you’ll have some spare time – it would mean so much to me for you to be my witness. I’ll call you in a couple days, after you’ve gotten over the shock of it all…!!

All my love, Nina